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Abstract. Software-intensive Science, and in particular the method of modelling
large and complex systems by means of computer simulation, presents acute
dilemmas of epistemic trust. Some authors have contended that simulations are
essentially epistemically opaque vis and vis a human agent, others that complex
simulation models suffer from an inescapable confirmation holism. We argue that
the shortcomings lie in the failure of modellers to adopt sound Software Engi‐
neering practices, and that the elevation of computational models into superior
epistemic authorities runs counter to principles that are common to both Science
and Software Engineering.
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1 Introduction

Software-intensive Science, and in particular the method of modelling large and
complex systems by means of computer simulation, presents dilemmas of epistemic
trust in acute form. In general, epistemic trust may be placed in colleagues, informants,
methods, practices and instruments. Such trust may appear inconsistent both with the
organised selective scepticism which is at the core of the scientific attitude and with the
provisional nature of corroboration – yet the necessary levels of specialisation in modern
sciences, and the consequent division of labour in laboratory teams and research
programs, conspire to make some level of trust inevitable.

Instances of serious scientific malpractice or error do sometimes spark a moral panic,
leading journal editors to adjust publication requirements – for example regarding data
deposition or description of authors’ contributions and acceptance of responsibility
regarding the paper as a whole – but the need to trust fellow scientists, both within the
team and externally, seems impossible to eradicate. Conversely, the acceptance of
particular experimental results as sound tends to enhance trust not only in the researchers
who produce them, but in the methods, practices and instruments employed: the
“Matthew effect” [46] leads to a “credibility cycle” in the accumulation of idiosyncrasy
credits, professional authority and funding [14, 15, 36, 37]. It is within this context that
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we should critically assess claims that scientific practices are self-vindicating (e.g. [23,
63]).

A number of authors have recently explored the relationships between experimen‐
tation, simulation and human cognitive limits. This has led some, we shall argue, into a
misapplication of epistemic trust. For example, Symons and Horner [56] have argued
that the defining characteristic of Software-intensive Science is that it is impossible
within any realistic timescale to test the correctness of all possible paths through the
software on which such a science depends, so that the error distribution in Software-
intensive Science is unknown – nevertheless Symons remains wedded to the view that
“people should trust” models [5, 55]. Similarly, Humphreys [25, 26] has argued from
the (allegedly essential) epistemic opacity of much or most Computational Science,
including computer simulations, to the need for a “post-anthropocentric epistemology”.
Winsberg [63] suggests that the techniques used to construct simulation models are self-
vindicating in the manner predicated by Hacking [23] of experiments and instruments,
and – writing with Lenhard [38] – that complex system models have to be accepted or
rejected as a whole, in a novel form of confirmation holism. Frisch [18, p. 177], extends
the concept of epistemic opacity to cover not merely the inability of the cognitive agent
to know all the epistemically relevant elements of a process at a given time, but also this
impossibility of identifying the contribution of a model’s different components to its
overall performance. We shall therefore refer to the general position espoused by
Humphreys, Lenhard, Winsberg and Frisch as “The Epistemic Opacity Doctrine”.

1.1 Structure of the Paper

Our argument proceeds as follows: First, we give a brief account of the positions that
we intend to question; next, we advance two arguments critical of these positions: we
shall call these the argument from the theory of the instrument and the argument from
scientific norms. Taken together these arguments lead to the conclusion that the accept‐
ance of computer simulations as superior epistemic authorities is neither desirable nor
necessary.

The first argument starts from the position that Empirical Software Engineering,
rather than Computer Science, is the essential “theory of the instrument” upon which to
ground the ability of computer simulations to warrant scientific knowledge claims; we
sketch the concepts and practices of “Engineering”, “Engineering Sciences”, “Software
Engineering” and “Empirical Software Engineering”; examples from Empirical Soft‐
ware Engineering are then used to explore the Ontology and Epistemology of software,
and we suggest that findings from empirical studies of other large software systems
evolved over a long time period are particularly pertinent to understanding the epistemic
issues that arise with respect to complex simulation models. Of particular interest are
findings concerning the relation between software architecture and the incidence and
persistence of defects, and concerning the phenomenon of “technical debt”.

The second argument, from scientific norms, builds on studies of the practices
whereby scientific communities manage the issues surrounding epistemic trust. Trust
amongst scientific colleagues is not indiscriminate: epistemic dependency is socially
managed by means of specific strategies of indirect assessment, leading to considered
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judgements of the degree of trust to be placed in another scientist, and the areas in which
that colleague can be regarded as reliable. These social practices, which allow trust
relations to be managed without abandoning local scepticism, cannot be extended to an
instrument regardless of its computational power.

Both arguments lead to rejection of the claim that opacity in computer simulations
justifies regarding them as superior epistemic authorities.

2 Software

2.1 Opaque Models as Superior Epistemic Authorities

The output of a simulation model does not, prima facie, appear to have an objective
status comparable with data captured by observation or experiment using defined repro‐
ducible procedures. Counter to this Winsberg, Humphreys and others emphasise paral‐
lels between experiment and simulation in practices which are said to “carry with them
their own credentials” [25, 26, 63]. By essential epistemic opacity, relative to a cognitive
agent, Humphreys means that it is impossible for that cognitive agent, given his or her
characteristics, to know all of the epistemically relevant elements of a computational
process. Humphreys views essential epistemic opacity as reflecting the limitations not
of the simulation method itself but of the human agent, and thus as evidence for a “non-
anthropocentric epistemology” recognising computational tools as a superior epistemic
authority.

The possibility of testing a highly parameterised simulation model via the hypo‐
thetico-deductive method can indeed be open to doubt; moreover empirical measure‐
ments are often not available on the scale needed to evaluate model outputs. Even were
appropriate data available, Lenhard and Winsberg [38] argue that climate simulation
models face epistemological challenges associated with a novel kind of “confirmation
holism”: it is impossible to locate the sources of the failure of any complex simulation
to match known data, so that it must stand or fall as a whole. This is because of three
interrelated characteristics which they regard as intrinsic to the practice of complex
systems modelling – “fuzzy modularity”, “kludging” and “generative entrenchment”.

In “fuzzy modularity”, different modules simulating different parts of the complex
system are in continual interaction, thus it is difficult to define clean interfaces between
the components of the model. A “kludge” is an inelegant, ‘botched together’ piece of
program, very complex, unprincipled in its design, ill-understood, hard to prove
complete or sound and therefore having unknown limitations, and hard to maintain or
extend. “Generative entrenchment” refers to the historical inheritance of hard-to-alter
features from predecessor models. The critic of the Epistemic Opacity Doctrine must
confront three possibilities. Confirmation holism may be essential to and unavoidable
in complex systems modelling, or embedded in specific disciplinary practices of Climate
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Science, or may exemplify a failure to observe, recognise and apply available and well-
established sound Software Engineering practices in simulation software projects.1

Belief in the essential epistemic opacity of Computational Science points to the first
alternative but we shall argue that the third better characterises this phenomenon. It
should be noted that attempts to develop large complex software systems beyond the
technical and project-management capabilities of those concerned is a recurrent problem
well known to software engineering consultants and academics, and that it is thought to
be particularly prevalent in publicly-funded organisations. Several writers have identi‐
fied factors that work against the use of good Software Engineering practices in scientific
computing, including the tendency to manage projects according to scientific goals
rather than software quality goals, the variety of specific contexts in which scientific
software is developed and deployed (which is a potential obstacle to learning from other
Computational Science projects), the long lifetime of much scientific software leading
to the accumulation of legacy code and the obsolescence of computational techniques
used, and various communicational, organisational and resource factors that predispose
scientists to write their own code rather than to employ a professional software engineer
to do so [12, 29, 50].

2.2 Theory of Software-Based Instruments

A computer simulation model is an instrument whose functionality is delivered through
software. Since our knowledge of computers is, to an overwhelming extent, knowledge
of the behaviour, affordances2 and malfunctions of software, getting the epistemology
of software right is an essential precondition for any correct and informed philosophical
approach to other epistemological issues in which computers are implicated. Thus the
“theory of the instrument” in computer simulation studies is the theory of software.

The ‘internal’ perspective on software adopted by its designers and programmers is
not our principal or most reliable source of knowledge concerning its actual nature and
probable behaviour, although empirical investigation can show us, amongst other things,
how to maximise the ‘surveyability’3 of a software artefact thus increasing the chances
that an internal view will correctly anticipate the artefact’s behaviour.4

1 The use of rigorous Software Engineering methods in Computational Science has been
promoted by a number of recent initiatives, for example the Software Sustainability Institute
http://software.ac.uk/ and the Karlskrona Manifesto [3].

2 An affordance is a perceptual feature of an artefact with which a user can interact in order to
evoke a behaviour: a familiar example of an affordance is an “icon” on which the user can click
in order to open a file or start an application. The concept derives from Gibson’s psychology
of perception [19, 20, 48].

3 Turkle [58] draws attention to the oddity of the established usage, in computing fields, whereby
“transparency” refers to the hiding of details rather than making them apparent. She goes so
far as to say that in what she refers to as “a culture of simulation” … “transparency means
epistemic opacity”. To avoid confusion on this point, we prefer to use ‘surveyability’ rather
than ‘transparency’ as the contrast-term for ‘opacity’.

4 The “internal” and “external” perspectives mentioned here should not be confused with the
theories of the “inner” and “external” environment of an artefact discussed below.
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Software as an Immaterial Artefact. We now present an account of software as an
immaterial artefact, produced and maintained through the practice of Software Engi‐
neering. The perspectives from which we treat the matter are those of Software Engi‐
neering practice and Empirical Software Engineering evidence, and thus consciously
distinct from the Computer Science approach that informs Turner’s analysis of
computing artefacts [60, 61]. The conceptual analyses of miscomputation and malfunc‐
tion, related to Levels of Abstraction, presented by Fresco, Primiero and Floridi [10, 16,
17] come closer to a Software Engineering approach, but do not address Empirical
Software Engineering as our main source of scientific knowledge of the factors deter‐
mining the reliability of software.

An Engineering practice involves the systematic, knowledge-based solution of engi‐
neering problems, where an engineering problem is understood to be one whose full
solution is the creation, validation and maintenance of a functional artefact. Whereas
the goals of science must be characterised in cognitive terms, and the goals of engi‐
neering are characterised in terms of the delivery of functionality subject to constraints.
Scientific knowledge may assist the engineer in achieving these goals, but is not for the
engineer an objective in its own right.

Let us now consider three important points about software: it is an immaterial arte‐
fact, but not on that account incomplete; like all functional artefacts software is onto‐
logically dual, having an objective structure designed to realize an intentional function;
full knowledge of its objective structure cannot be obtained a priori.

Some have characterised computer programs as a new kind of mathematical
object5 – yet the complete software product is much more than the algorithm(s) that it
implements. An ontology of artefacts should be aligned upon the schemes of individu‐
ation6 familiar to the creators and users of those artefacts. An artefact is often assumed
to be a physical object whose structure is designed to serve a function [33, p. xxv].
Software is then described as an “incomplete artefact” needing a suitable machine on
which to run [45, p. 90]. But computing hardware serves only the most generic function.

The specific functionality in which users are interested lies in the application soft‐
ware that is running above a platform constituted by hardware and layers of system
software. Thus for the software engineer, as for the user, applications software stands
itself as a complete artefact, while a suitable platform of machine and systems software
is an important element of its intended operating environment. The fact that an artefact
depends upon a particular operating environment does not make it incomplete. Recog‐
nition that an artefact may be immaterial brings the ontology closer to the schemes of
individuation prevalent in a society where such artefacts are pervasive.

Notwithstanding the above, software participates in the ontological duality charac‐
teristic of all artefacts: an artefact has an objective structure and an intentional function

5 According to Lamport [35] “Floyd and Hoare … taught us that a program is a mathematical
object and we could think about it using logic.” Mathur [43, p. 36] treats this as a widely
accepted orthodoxy (“It is often stated that programs are mathematical objects”), but points
out that the complexity of such an object and of its environment form obstacles to effective
proofs of correctness of large-scale software products. See also Turner [59].

6 The concept of “scheme of individuation” is drawn from Situation Theory (e.g. [9]).
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[33]. Yet the objective structure of software is not a physical mechanism. Developing
this type of immaterial artefact is an engineering practice. Discovering the characteristics
that determine or limit the capacity of software’s objective structure to deliver intentional
functionality goes beyond engineering practice and requires the notion of “Engineering
Science”.

Empirical Software Engineering. Following Boon [4], we distinguish between Engi‐
neering on the one hand and, on the other, “Engineering Sciences” which are scientific
investigations motivated by the need to support Engineering practice. Given the imma‐
terial nature of software artefacts, we relax Boon’s stipulation that Engineering Sciences
use the same methods as the Natural Sciences. An engineering science appropriate to
supporting Software Engineering has to borrow methods from a range of sciences better
adapted to deal with immaterial artefacts: these are, broadly, the behavioural, organi‐
sational and statistical sciences.

But why should Software Engineering not be accepted as a science in its own right?
After all, the software engineer employs various theories and models in constructing
solutions to problems, and subjects his or her solutions to rigorous tests which, it can be
said, are closely analogous to experimental tests of theory in the Natural Sciences. This
is, for example, the position advanced by Northover et al. [49] who state that “the
susceptibility of software to testing demonstrates its falsifiability and thus the scientific
nature of software development.” They further argue that software developers “are
responsible for establishing, by careful a priori reasoning, an overall ‘theory’ that guides
the development of working software programs.”

There is an unfortunate ambiguity here, which we may clarify by reference to
Simon’s distinction between the Inner and External environments7 of an artefact, and to
the idea of Claims Analysis developed within Human-Computer Interaction studies [7,
54]. In Simon’s analysis, the “Inner environment” of an artefact is the technology which
the designer uses to produce the behaviour at the interface which delivers the function
of the artefact, while the “External environment” is the intended operating environment
from which the functional requirements derive [54]. According to Claims Analysis, the
design of an artefact, in particular its interface, involves implicit claims about the
External environment in which the artefact is to be deployed (often including claims
about the capacities of its intended users [7]). Reinterpreting Simon into the language
of Kroes and Meijers, these claims about the External environment are a theory which
provides a context for identifying the intentional functions of a proposed artefact. On
the other hand, a theory of how the artefact can be made to produce certain behaviours
– a theory of its Inner environment – describes the structure that delivers the intentional
function (in the case of software, as noted above, this structure is not material: it may,
arguably, be considered as a logical structure, although its actual manifest behaviour
may not conform to expectations arrived at through logical analysis).

Northover et al.’s “overall theory that guides the development of working software
programs” may therefore refer to a theory of the Inner environment – what structures

7 The apparently paradoxical idea of an “Inner Environment” derives ultimately from Cannon’s
“Wisdom of the Body” [6].
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will produce the desired behaviour at the interface? – or it may be a theory of the External
environment – into what human activities or distributed information environment must
the artefact fit? A test scheme in the context of developing a specific software artefact
is not an attempt to disconfirm or corroborate either type of “overall theory”: the theory
of the External environment stands rather as a quality control standard. The requirements
from which a test case derives are a model of the External Environment which is not
invalidated if the software fails the test [2, p. 429].8

The parallel between testing software and testing a theory will not, therefore, bear
the weight of the Northover argument that “each test case … is like a ‘scientific experi‐
ment’ which attempts to falsify part of the developer’s overall theory”. The software
under test is an artefact in the making: it is not an experimental, quasi-experimental or
controlled observational setup designed for the purpose of testing either the theory of
the Internal or that of the External environment. Putting either type of theory on a sounder
basis requires a differently designed activity with different goals. Hence we conclude
that just as materially-based Engineering practice has need of Engineering Sciences, so
does Software Engineering need its own engineering science; it is the need for such a
science, oriented to but distinct from Software Engineering practice, that has given rise
to “Empirical Software Engineering”. Two important caveats must however be entered
regarding our rejection of the Northover thesis. First, the authors correctly locate
systematic testing as a feature common to Science and Software Engineering. Second,
“reflective practice” is characteristic of Engineering as a whole and can be an important
source of theoretical ideas. Our critique of the limits of the “internal view” of software
does not deny that useful theories of Software Engineering can arise out of practitioners’
experiences in software development and testing; rather it emphasises that such theories
need to be tested by “Empirical Software Engineering”.9

Actual practices of Software Engineering are amongst the objects that can be studied
and evaluated by Empirical Software Engineering. So also are the characteristics, both
designed and emergent, of tools used in Software Engineering practice (e.g. program‐
ming languages, modelling tools, process models and standards, test plans, configuration
management tools [13], etc.), and the ways that Software Engineers, individually and
in teams, actually interact with those tools and with one another. Whereas Software
Engineering as a specialism within Computer Science originated in the late 1960s [21,
22], Empirical Software Engineering arose in the 1990s. Two landmark events in 1996
were the commencement of the EASE10 conferences and the creation of a new journal,
Empirical Software Engineering. Its founding editors defined its scope as “the study of
software related artifacts for the purpose of characterization, understanding, evaluation,
prediction, control, management or improvement through qualitative or quantitative
analysis. The quantitative studies may range from controlled experimentation to case
studies” [24]. They stated that current ‘mainline’ Software Engineering journals did not

8 A system failure may also occur because the requirements specification fails to capture
correctly a critical feature of the External environment [16, 17].

9 Cf Popper on hypotheses and theories [51].
10 Variously interpreted as “Empirical Assessment in Software Engineering” or as “Evaluation

and Assessment in Software Engineering”.
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“adequately emphasize the empirical aspects of Software Engineering,” and described
Software Engineering as “not currently … a ‘fact-based discipline’” and as one of the
few technical fields where practitioners seldom required (nor even particularly desired)
“proof in the form of well-developed, repeatable trials before accepting and acting on
claims.”

Regarding the relationship between Computer Science and Software Engineering,
Harrison & Basili discern a general lack of appreciation for empirical work within
Computer Science. The favoured research paradigm in Computer Science, they write,
“tends not to follow the scientific method where one establishes a hypothesis, conducts
an experiment or otherwise collects data and then does a statistical analysis to substan‐
tiate or reject the hypothesis. Rather, Computer Scientists tend to get rewarded for
building systems and doing some sort of generalized analysis of the performance, bene‐
fits, etc. … We can see that this bias … propagates itself into the way most software
engineers are trained …”. [24, emphasis added]. By 1999 the long-established IEEE
Transactions on Software Engineering had responded to the new trend with a Special
Section on Empirical Software Engineering [28]. Writing in another IEEE journal,
Zelkowitz and Wallace [66] criticised the misuse of the term “Experimentation” in the
Computer Science community to describe a weak implementation example or ‘proof of
concept’ and lacking rigorous evidence: they refer to such experiments as ‘Assertions’.

From the foregoing, certain characteristics of Software Engineering and Empirical
Software Engineering may be discerned:

1. The so-called “Mertonian norm” of organised local scepticism is a value commit‐
ment that is common to Software Engineering practice and to Science (including
Empirical Software Engineering as a branch of Science). This is not contradicted by
our preceding arguments against the view that Software Engineering is in itself a
science. The norm of (local) scepticism is explicitly invoked in the critique of
“Assertions” [66].

2. Our knowledge of the actual characteristics of software is empirical, not a priori,
despite the role of mathematical knowledge (such as “computational templates”
[21]) in motivating and guiding the creation of software artefacts.

3. In Software Engineering practice, a theory serves as a standard of correctness against
which the artefact is judged; but in “Empirical Software Engineering”, as it is a
branch of Engineering Science, theories do stand to be judged by the results of
empirical tests.

4. The statement that software developers “are responsible for establishing, by careful
a priori reasoning, an overall ‘theory’ that guides the development of working soft‐
ware programs” [49] is true of computational templates, but not of the complete
software artefact, of which the behaviour cannot be known a priori, hence the practice
of systematic testing of software, and the growth of Empirical Software Engineering
as an attempt to bring empirical evidence to bear upon knowledge claims and prac‐
tices in the Software Engineering field.

5. As a corollary, while Mathematics can show us in some cases what software cannot
in principle do, Mathematics cannot give us certainty about what software actually
will do.
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Methods. The range of methods used in Empirical Software Engineering includes
controlled experimentation, project monitoring, studies of legacy data, case studies, field
studies and systematic reviews which incorporate any or all of the foregoing in an
attempt to support evidence-based Software Engineering Practice [12, 27, 32, 34, 39,
40, 42, 64].

Controlled experiments in Empirical Software Engineering [57] generally involve work
with human subjects under varying conditions in which independent variables reflect factors
of interest to Software Engineering practice. Subjects for such experiments are often
students of computing subjects but may on occasion be professional software engineers.
Large scale software projects require teamwork, therefore experiments in which factors are
manipulated at the level of the individual subject may lack ecological validity. This has
motivated some studies, oriented to the effectiveness of team processes, which are effec‐
tively quasi-experiments and not true controlled experiments, independent variables such as
personality attributes or team climate being measured but not strictly manipulated. Appro‐
priate and realistic experimental materials are required for such experiments, and these are
often derived from published code, most commonly found on Open Source development
sites. Concerns have been expressed about whether those materials are truly representative
of Software Engineering in general [64]. One solution is to develop suitable infrastructure
for hosting a repository of code from real-world projects, with capabilities to support experi‐
menters in creating and replicating experimental studies. Do et al. [11] describe such an
infrastructure dedicated to supporting controlled experimentation upon different software
testing techniques.

In other methods (Project Monitoring, Legacy Data Studies, Case Studies and Field
Studies) data generated from real-world activities are used not as experimental materials
but as actual observations. Whereas Case Studies in social sciences typically involve
collecting qualitative data from human participants, in Empirical Software Engineering
a Case Study can involve the extraction of quantitative data from project records created
over a lengthy period, potentially giving insights into the nature of the software artefact
as it develops and changes, and into the characteristics of software that create the most
difficult cognitive problems for the practising software engineer. Such records include
fault reports, change requests, versioning and defect tracking [11, 52]. Comparative
studies using such data (e.g. multi-case studies) may however face validity threats from
organisational or team variations in reporting and recording practices.

Empirical Characteristics of Software Defects. A useful example of empirically-based
theory development through statistical analysis of a long term case study of project
records is the work of Li et al. [41], which can serve as an example of the way in which
characteristics of software that could not be known a priori are revealed by empirical
investigation. A software architecture captures basic design decisions which address
such issues as performance, reliability, security, maintainability and interoperation. This
study concerned the relationship between software architecture, location of defects, and
the difficulty of detecting and correcting those defects.

Architectural decisions made early in the development process address qualities
central to system success. As many as 20 % of the defects in a large system can be
attributed to architectural decisions, and these defects can involve twice as much effort
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to correct as defects arising from mistakes in requirements specification or in the imple‐
mentation of software components [39, 65]. Thus at least for a large-scale software
system the theory of the Internal Environment may assume considerably greater impor‐
tance than that of the External Environment: the developers may have greater difficulty
in ensuring that the artefact delivers its functionality, than in determining what that
functionality should comprise.

Li et al. [41] point out that architectural decisions typically affect multiple interacting
software components, and as a result architectural defects typically span more than one
component: they therefore concentrated on the problems of finding and correcting
“multiple-component defects” (MCDs). To this end, they conducted a case study based
on the defect records of a large commercial software system which had gone through
six releases over a period of 17 years. Compared to single component defects they found
that MCDs required more than 20 times as many changes to correct, and that an MCD
was 6 to 8 times more likely to persist from one release to another. They identified
“architectural hotspots” consisting of 20 % of software components in which 80 % of
MCDs were concentrated, and these architectural hotspots tended to persist over
multiple system releases. This study provides an excellent example of the part played
by the “Engineering Science” of Empirical Software Engineering in developing a rele‐
vant body of theory upon which practice in Software Engineering can build.

Returning to the “Epistemic Opacity” theme, the lessons of Li’s and similar research
on the aetiology and persistence of software defects are highly relevant to interpreting
Lenhard and Winsberg’s account of the factors that make it impossible to trace the
reasons why particular outputs from a complex systems model fail to match observed
data [38]. As summarised in Sect. 2.1 above, they argue that complex simulation models
in general, and climate models in particular, are—due to fuzzy modularity, kludging,
and generative entrenchment—the products of their contingent respective histories and
that climate models are as a consequence analytically impenetrable in the sense that it
has been found impossible to attribute the various sources of their successes and failures
to their internal modelling assumptions. They suggest that complex models in general
exhibit a form of confirmation holism, but nevertheless claim that the failure of climate
models to converge is a good sign: “It would even be reason to be suspicious if science
would announce a coherent and unanimous result about this topic.” We would argue,
rather, that disagreement because one has built instruments whose function one does not
understand scarcely constitutes a healthy scientific pluralism, that fuzzy modularity
implies a failure to define a clear architecture for the simulation software, and that a
kludge is a software defect waiting to manifest itself.

Alexander and Easterbrook [1] comment that there are very few representations of
the high-level design of global climate models on which to base discussion, planning
and evaluation; while they were able to create top level architectural diagrams of eight
climate models by means of code mining, we argue that the fact need for such repre‐
sentations of the architecture to be discovered, rather than being created and maintained
by the developers, confirms a failure of the latter to engage with crucial factors that
would determine the quality and surveyability of their simulation software. Neverthe‐
less, when Pipitone and Easterbrook [50] compared defect density in three climate
models with that in three open-source projects they found that on this measure of quality
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the climate models scored well. They discuss a large range of validity threats that may
undermine this apparently favourable result for the climate modellers [50, pp. 1017–
1020], including possible differences in defect recording practices and in what they
describe as “successful disregard” of certain types of defect.

Technical Debt. A further line of research in Empirical Software Engineering concerns
the consequences of making early programming decisions on a purely pragmatic basis
(e.g. in order to get the system working) – in other words, the consequences of kludging.
It has been shown that such short cuts create “Technical Debt” [8, 52] on which interest
will accrue in the form of error and maintenance costs throughout the lifecycle of the
software product. Technical Debt, first noted in 1992 [8, 53], became a major research
focus in Empirical Software Engineering around 2010. Kruchten et al. [34] summarise
current views of Technical Debt in terms of visibility/invisibility and in terms of main‐
tainability and evolvability. Visible elements include new functionalities that need to be
added and known defects that need to be fixed, but in their view “what is really a debt”
is the invisible result of past decisions that negatively affect the future value of the
software artefact. Ways in which this invisible debt can burden the developers and
stakeholders include architectural problems giving rise to the hard-to-correct type of
multi-component defect discussed above [41], associated shortcomings in documenta‐
tion, and factors making existing program code difficult to understand and modify, such
as code complexity and violations of coding style. Studies reviewed in [34] present
evidence that visible negative features depend to an important degree on less visible
architectural aspects (see also [30, 31]). The version of epistemic opacity described by
Lenhard and Winsberg and by Frisch manifests many of the characteristics of Technical
Debt [18, 38]. Pipitone and Easterbrook [50], in their discussion of the apparently low
defect density of the climate models they studied, write that climate modellers may have
learned to live with a lower standard of code and development processes, and that a “net
result may be that [they] incur higher levels of Technical Debt”. Note that this assumes
that Technical Debt is defined in terms of “problems in the code that do not affect
correctness, but which make the code harder to work with over time,” whereas the central
point of Lenhard & Winsberg concerns the loss of the ability to “tease apart the various
sources of success and failure of a simulation and to attribute them to particular model
assumptions of different models” [38, p. 253].

Moreover, the treatment of Technical Debt by Kruchten et al. shows that the concept
should not be restricted to maintainability issues, and studies such as that by Li et al. [41]
demonstrate the impact of software architecture upon the incidence and persistence of
defects. As software is an immaterial human artefact, the objective structure which
delivers its functionality depends upon surveyability, which implies an adaptation to
human cognitive capacities. Technical Debt is, then, ultimately a phenomenon of relative
opacity (i.e. lack of surveyability) in an artefact. Since the effectiveness of techniques
for enhancing surveyability can be warranted by Empirical Software Engineering
research, this opacity is contingent, not essential.
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2.3 Implications of Empirical Software Engineering for the Epistemic Opacity
Doctrine

Firstly, where a large software system is epistemically opaque with respect to a human
agent, this opacity is not an essential characteristic arising from its size but is contingent
upon development practices and in particular upon architectural design. Decomposition
into manageable, surveyable components is an essential architectural strategy for
managing complexity. Failure to perform such decomposition adequately at the design
stage will certainly make the software itself epistemically opaque, but it would be
perverse to regard this as endowing the resultant artefact with superior authority or the
capacity to carry its own credentials. In Software Engineering practice, defects are
expected: human activity is error-prone. Yet well architected software is not epistemi‐
cally opaque: its modular structure will facilitate reduction of initial errors, recognition
and correction of those errors that are perpetrated, and later systematic integration of
new software components. Nothing intrinsic to complex simulation modelling prevents
the application of these principles, but kludging in the early stages of model building
will create “Technical Debt” which will be charged in the form of contingent epistemic
opacity and its consequences. Simulation software is epistemically opaque (when it is)
not because of the inability of a human agent to check through every possible execution
path from beginning to end, but because of a failure of model builders to adopt the
practices which are known to promote surveyability and effective error management.
The “generative entrenchment” identified by Lenhard & Winsberg can act as a barrier
to a clear, clean architecture for a model built out of previous models. For example, the
failure of many global climate models to respect conservation of energy is thought to
result from previous ocean and atmospheric models having different grid scales and
different coastal representations. Ad-hoc fitting together of pre-existing models that have
not been designed to be components of a global model creates problems that have to be
fixed at the stage of model tuning, and the model tuning itself introduces further opacity
into the behaviour of the overall model [18, 44]. We have also seen that institutionalised
local scepticism is characteristic of Software Engineering practice, as well as of Science.
Credulity towards simulation software as a superior epistemic authority, which must be
accepted as a whole, runs entirely counter to this norm. This theme is further developed
in Sect. 3 below.

3 Managing the Limits of Epistemic Trust

A simulation model must be understood as a tool which can play a part, along with other
resources, in a scientific argument; such an argument depends upon human judgement
which, fallible though it may be, cannot legitimately be replaced by an allegedly superior
epistemic authority. The argument from the essential epistemic opacity of Computa‐
tional Science to a non-anthropocentric epistemology runs counter to best practice in
Software Engineering and to empirical results of Software Engineering Science. In this
respect it is self-defeating.

Humphreys’ argument for ‘non-anthropocentric’ epistemology amounts to consid‐
ering the result of a computation to be a warranted knowledge claim, even though a
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human user cannot readily trace the dynamic relationship between the initial and final
states of “the core simulation”. Humphreys provides a valuable and painstaking analysis
of the process of building and justifying computational models. In particular his discus‐
sions of computational templates and correction sets in [25] deserve closer attention by
practitioners. The weakness of his treatment, however, is that it ignores the Software
Engineering process that creates the actual simulation model, effectively inviting us to
abdicate human critical judgment in the face of superior computational capacities.

Wagenknecht [62] has argued that the ubiquity of trust, in research as in daily life,
does not imply that trust is indiscriminate and blind: rather epistemic trust amongst
scientific colleagues has inherent limitations. On the basis of an ethnographic study, she
shows that this epistemic dependency is managed by means of specific strategies of
indirect assessment, including dialogue practices and the probing of explanatory respon‐
siveness. From the foregoing, one could conclude that post-anthropocentric episte‐
mology is impossible, since it would require us to manage trust in a cognitive agent that
is not itself a social actor. Although Wagenknecht also describes scientists as resorting
to “impersonal trust”, she uses this term to describe trust in the epistemic quality of
scientific communities and institutions, gatekeeping and peer review mechanisms, not
in inanimate instruments and artefacts.

4 Conclusions

We have not resolved the dilemmas of epistemic trust, nor have we aimed to do so. What
we have established, however, is that the surveyability of a computer model does not
depend on the ability of a human agent to perform its calculations in real time. The
practice turn in Philosophy of Science should not degenerate into a form of credulity
towards the instruments of Computational Science, particularly since the traditional
scientific norm of local (moderate) scepticism is also a core commitment of Software
Engineering, a discipline which, we have argued, provides the “theory of the instrument”
for Computational Science. “Generative entrenchment” of features from predecessor
models exemplifies a widespread problem of legacy code that manifests itself in a wide
range of long-lived software systems in many fields other than Science; the narrative of
“Technical Debt” provides a rationale within which the Software Engineering
community is developing strategies and techniques for addressing these problems, and
which we argue may be fruitful for understanding the resistance of climate models to
analytic understanding.

The slide from the firm ground of practice into credulity towards opaque computa‐
tions has undoubtedly been exacerbated by failure of journal editors to require authors
to publish or deposit their code [47]. Of greater importance, though, is a philosophical
re-evaluation of the nature of software as a human artefact and of the contribution of the
different and distinct computing disciplines. The present article has concentrated upon
critique, but the required philosophical work should not neglect the positive aspects of
the research programme within which Lenhard and Winsberg’s “Holism” paper [38] is
embedded, a programme which emphasises the interactive nature of much Computa‐
tional Science, summarised as “a pragmatic mode of scientific understanding” or
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“methodology for a virtual world” [63], which is “Gibsonian” in the sense of placing
emphasis on active exploration as the basis of perception [20]. A future task will be to
explore how that perspective can exploit the Gibsonian merits of Human-Computer
Interaction [7, 9, 48] without losing the grasp of detail and surveyability that character‐
ises the research programme of Empirical Software Engineering.
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